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The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted society and businesses with

economic damage on the largest scale the world has experienced in

decades.  Despite recovery plans announced by the Government,

there are still worries over not only the future economic impact but

also the social, political, and cultural impact of the pandemic. 

In July 2020, CI Projects conducted a research project in

collaboration with Brunel University and Middlesex University. The aim

was to better understand the impacts of COVID-19 on businesses,

areas of concern and how organisations are dealing with them.  
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

The survey was made public for a period of one month and officially closed at the end
of July 2020. In total we received 122 responses across 16 different industries.



QUALITY &
SPEED

The growth of the economy is heavily

influenced by reductions in the cost of business

operations, the speed of delivery and an

increase in value. Improving the quality and

speed of services and products is a key enabler

to maximising economic recovery.

This experimental data on the impact of the

Coronavirus on businesses across a variety of

sectors provides indicators that enable

projections and the formation of response

plans.
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ACCOUNTING,
BANKING & FINANCE



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

76% 86%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

86%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with only 27%
citing “very confident”. 



EVALUATION
Financial organisations have to contend with the common consequences of the pandemic, especially with the disruption to economic activity
across the globe. With drops in interest rates and consequently reduced costs of borrowings, there will be a material impact on credit losses.

With many highstreet bank branches and accounting offices closing to save costs, there is pressure to increase their digital presence. Since
the mid-1990s, the number of bank branches has been steadily falling, but it is expected that the impacts of COVID-19 will accelerate this
trend. In June 2020, TSB reported a surge in demand from customers using its mobile app and online banking platform following the virus
outbreak. A similar pattern has been seen across all other financial firms. Industry experts say the shift to ‘online’ is likely to stick. This move
has arguably ‘left behind’ the older generation who do not all have access to online services or are resistant to the change for a number of
reasons. It is promising to see the response plans implemented by some, including Natwest who are growing their team of Community
Bankers whose sole purpose is to reach out to the community and support them with understanding how to manage their finances securely
and safely; and Lloyds Bank who decided to give away thousands of tablet devices to the over-70s to help vulnerable customers stay
connected during lockdown. Appreciation for the impact of digitalisation on customers is evident in the survey results, with some noting that
                                                                                           is needed for this change and transition. 

This accelerated speed of change in the sector has many benefits but if these changes are not managed effectively, the gap between those
that are comfortable with the new ways of operating and those that aren’t will widen. During this transition, quality and security cannot be
compromised. In June 2020, Experian PLC reported a 33% rise in fraud during COVID-19. Data from Experian and the National Hunter Fraud
Prevention Service shows a rise in fraud rates, with criminals looking to take advantage of the disruption to both businesses and their
customers brought about by the outbreak. The sector needs to explore new solutions including Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) to support their operation and prevent fraud. They also need to effectively manage the softer, people-aspects of change. Bringing people
on an accelerated change journey won’t be easy and successful communication can be difficult at the best of times. A strong understanding
of their customer base and a targeted Change Management plan will be essential. Greater importance will need to be given on risk evaluation.
Organisations in this sector will need to enter new markets and explore new revenue generating opportunities such as insurance and wealth
management in order to counteract the declining profits.

“PATIENCE AND TEMPERANCE FOR CUSTOMERS”



BUSINESS CONSULTING
& MANAGEMENT



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

89% 93%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

82%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with 53% citing
“very confident”. 



EVALUATION
As a business operating in this sector, CI Projects has directly felt negative impacts such as clients delaying projects, decreasing their scope
or cancelling them all together. Non essential projects have been suspended due to economic uncertainty, financial pressures and conflicting
priorities resulting in loss of revenue. Businesses usually invest in consulting services during periods of economic upheaval to speed up
recovery; but it is often the large consultancies (the Big Four) that benefit  while smaller firms suffer from a reduced market share.

93% of respondents from this sector admitted to having to manage their customers differently post COVID-19; with the remainder not
answering the question conclusively. CI Projects also shares this view;  whilst the services we provide have not changed, the way in which we
interact with our customers has. We have moved from regular face-to-face meetings to discuss project progress and performance and
business development related topics to ad-hoc phone calls at times that are convenient for our customers. Often, the timing of these calls
can fall into unsociable hours - an emerging trend associated with extensive working from home practices. The ability to network in order to
develop and create contacts is another area of business that has been drastically impacted by the outbreak. This industry relies heavily on
networking, word-of-mouth and the ability to forge lasting relationships; but with the cancellation of conferences, networking events and the
informal catch ups in coffee shops, this becomes more difficult. The delivery of services has largely become virtual. Due to the varying
impacts of COVID-19, consultancies have had to become sensitive to their clients needs. Many of their clients are facing uncertainty and are
unable to make concrete decisions regarding their projects and overall strategy. Some respondents noted that they have had to re-think
their pricing strategies as a result of the pandemic, with one respondent suggesting that they have moved to an hourly charging model. In
some instances, there was an undertone of passiveness in the responses received, with a view that they would be directed by the guidelines
issued by the Government. On 17th March 2020, the UK Government announced a 1-year delay to the new IR35 off-payroll working rules,
amidst the pandemic crisis. This was a huge relief for many self-employed contractors and small businesses. With so much uncertainty
surrounding Brexit and the economic impact of COVID-19, it is no wonder why some feel that their success or failure is in the hands of the
Government.  Survey responses indicate that,
will be key to sustainable recovery. The success of a brand is reliant on the quality of its services and products, and on the value it offers to its
customer. A good understanding of your customers’ needs is vital. It is therefore important for businesses to analyse and respond to the
‘Voice of the Customer’; a concept central to Lean thinking.

"MORE EMPHASIS ON GOOD RELATIONSHIPS, EXTENDED SUPPORT AND REPUTATION BUILDING"



EDUCATION



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their educational
establishment has been
negatively impacted by the
Coronovirus.

86% 90%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers (e.g.
students) differently in the post-
COVID-19 era.

68%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their organisations will grow
in the next 2 years, with only 16%
citing “very confident”. 



EVALUATION
Not only has the Education sector faced disruption in teaching and learning, but pupils have also been deprived of social development that
comes with being part of the school community. Staffing shortages have been further compounded in public schools and
private schools face huge income losses as affordability of school fees declines.  Availability of technology resources have also impacted their
operations and highlight inequalities amongst pupils.

90% of respondents from the sector committed to managing their customers differently post COVID-19. 63% of those who gave details of how
they would manage customers differently, referred to                                     . The data conveys a commitment of the sector to begin exploring how
technology can support remote delivery of teaching in preparedness for a similar crisis.   With the closing of Schools, Colleges and Universities,
an alternative approach to learning delivery had to be adopted. For University students, independent learning makes up a huge part of their
learning model;  therefore the transition has been somewhat smoother for the higher education sector. In some cases, systems were put in place
to monitor participation, progress and well being of students. Regular check-ins,  providing food parcels to students remaining in halls who are
self isolating, creating emergency hardship funds, food banks and access to digital textbooks are some of the ways they have supported.
Universities have also remained active in carrying out vital medical research and developing resources to support the nation. With the
international student population making up approximately 20% of the UK university student population, immigration restrictions have been
eased to remove penalties for overstaying during the lockdown and also allowing students to extend their leave to remain from within the UK
where it is not possible to apply in their home country as is the norm.  

The transition for Schools and Colleges has been more challenging as the teaching and learning is traditionally face to face. FutureLearn, a
leading global social learning platform, carried out a poll with a number of educators around the world which revealed digital literacy, connectivity
and accessibility as challenges because despite being experienced consumers of technology for social media, many young people still have
limited exposure to a computer for learning purposes.  Additionally, because younger children are not fully independent learners, the
responsibility of home schooling falls on parents who may already be adversely affected by COVID-19 or have difficulty balancing work
responsibilities. Investment in technology to support online teaching should be a priority for the sector.  Providing pupils with learning devices
such as tablets presents a huge financial challenge but one that would make a huge difference to equality in learning accessibility.  

ONLINE LEARNING



ENGINEERING &
MANUFACTURING



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 86%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with only 20%
citing “very confident”. 



EVALUATION
Whilst these sectors are essential to society, many businesses have suffered from supply chain disruptions; decrease in spending; closure of
plants due to an inability to conduct work remotely, furloughing of staff and in some cases redundancies.

86% of respondents from this sector will manage their customers differently post COVID-19; with the remainder stating that they will
not change their approach. Despite its challenges, the pandemic has also been a catalyst for change. The survey revealed that this industry
has responded quickly to these unique circumstances and are investing heavily in driving changes in preparation for a new era. These
investment decisions have been driven largely by customer safety. 43% of respondents in this sector disclosed that they have invested in
new                                                                                                                                         .  Some of the 14% of respondents who answered ”no” expressed a
shared understanding with their customers that operations will return to ‘normal’ levels of supply and demand after the effects of the
restrictions imposed by COVID-19 are lifted. 

Lean Six Sigma, traditionally used in Manufacturing, will be a key enabler to sustainable recovery. Increasing the quality of outputs through
reducing defects, compressing order-to-delivery process cycle times and creating value for customers through eliminating waste is the only
way these organisations will stay ahead of the curve. Time and quality are the two most important metrics in improving any engineering and
manufacturing company's production and profit performance. Additionally, sustainability and the environmental consciousness will now need
to be at the forefront of their operations, from supply chain to products and materials.   Sustainability has become a key factor in influencing
consumer behaviour and spend globally.

ONLINE PLATFORMS FOR MARKETING AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS (CRM)



ENTERTAINMENT &
MEDIA



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

0%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years. All respondents
stated that they are “not
confident” that their business
will grow. 



EVALUATION
The Entertainment and Media industry is facing significant disruption as a result of COVID-19. Television has been popular in recent months
with large audiences tuned-in to old shows and the News; however few new ads and television programmes have been developed leaving a
gaping hole for this sector. Other entertainment platforms such as amusement parks, theatrical productions, cinemas and bowling
complexes, exhibitions and live sporting events have all had to halt or significantly slow down activities. The long-term effects of COVID-19
on consumer behaviours presents a risk that people may not return to their pre-lockdown entertainment habits.

100% of respondents from the Entertainment sector agreed that they will manage their customers differently post COVID-19. As we’ve seen
in some previous responses, there is reference to                                                                                 . Many feel that they have little influence over the
direction of their businesses and that the Government has greater control over the fate of their businesses. Social distancing and remote
working  are also likely to affect the way customers are managed in this sector. The primary factors of growth for this industry include
increased viewings, bookings and adoption of online streamlining with platforms such as Netflix and Amazon Prime. Being sensitive to
customer requirements and responding to their needs rapidly will be crucial in the coming months. Online video streaming services have seen
a hike due to enforced lockdown. Other entertainment providers need to develop new solutions to engage with and retain
customers. For instance, Netflix have launched an extension to their product called ‘Netflix Party’ which allows users to access videos in
groups and watch them together. This is just one example of an innovative solution to a problem faced by many, with many being deprived of
social interaction during lockdown.  There is an increasing trend for users to not only consume but also create their own content and
companies that tap into this trend are likely to thrive.

"WAITING FOR GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES"



HEALTHCARE



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their organisation
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

75% 75%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their organisation will grow
in the next 2 years, with 75%
citing “very confident”. 



EVALUATION
The NHS has been at the centre of the pandemic and 75% of respondents from the Healthcare sector admitted to their being negatively
affected by the Coronavirus. Despite being recognised as heroes, the healthcare system has faced immense pressure in the following areas -
PPE (personal protective equipment) supply shortages; patient capacity limitations, outdated IT infrastructure and mental health of frontline
workers. The long-term impact on the NHS is unknown, but we have already started to see changes to the way our healthcare services are
utilised and performed, with many GPs now managing consultations online and a significant reduction in A&E (accident and emergency)
visitors. 

75% of participants from the Healthcare sector acknowledged that they will manage their customers differently as a result of COVID-19.  A
particular trend noted in the responses is the increased use of                                         to engage with customers. Face-to-face appointments with
GPs have been replaced by telephone or video consultations under NHS plans to respond to the threat posed by the virus. There are now
online booking forms that request for health information up-front to save doctors time. There has also been an increase in the use of text
messaging services to remind people of booked appointments to reduce missed appointments and waste which has previously cost the NHS
millions of pounds.  The changes implemented during COVID-19 have been fast-moving, particularly in an environment that is traditionally
bound by bureaucracy and tight governance. For instance, the move to remote working for GPs is a significant policy change and one that has
required an immense amount of preparation behind the scenes to ensure safety, data security and accessibility for all patients. These
changes have been implemented as a way of coping with the extra pressure that the pandemic has and will bring; however it is uncertain as
to how many of these measures will be made permanent. This period of trying new approaches will allow for lessons to be learnt and future
methods to be improved.

DIGITAL PLATFORMS



HOSPITALITY



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were “fairly
confident” that their business will
grow in the next 2 years.



EVALUATION
The Hospitality sector is fighting to recover from the virus outbreak so it is no surprise that 100% of respondents acknowledge the negative
impacts on their business. Chancellor Rishi Sunak is hoping to boost the industry’s economy, introducing initiatives such as the ‘Eat out to
help out’ scheme, but the future of this sector remains unclear and there will be a long road to recovery. A number of restaurants, including
large chains, have been forced to go into administration or reduce their operation. The shortfall in hospitality demand has had a ripple effect
on other industries such as alcoholic beverage suppliers and food suppliers who have been significantly damaged, as evidenced by the Office
of National Statistics.

All participants from the Hospitality sector answered ‘yes’ they will manage their customers differently post COVID-19, although few details
were given on what they would do differently. Steps taken so far include making changes to                                                   and offering online
booking services. Understanding what Customers want and responding to these changing needs is essential to a sustainable recovery
process. For example, cancellation policies will need to be more flexible. Many travel companies such as Booking.com and
Looking4Parking.com allow customers to make bookings with the peace of mind that they can cancel their booking without fees. Pre-arrival
registration now requires minimal personal contact with guests and a leaner registration process is required to minimise the time spent in
public areas. Many  restaurants and hotels are exploring digital registration solutions. Testing and tracing needs to be swift and not impinge
on customer experience, with many organisations using QR code solutions to save time and effort. Cleaning standards and frequencies have
already been increased across all public buildings, and in parallel, customer expectations have heightened. Restaurants are using disposable
menus to reduce cross-contamination, with some even using disposable utensils. The response from the hospitality industry has to be fast,
but not to the detriment of quality.

CANCELLATION POLICIES



INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY (IT)



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

43% 86%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with 43% citing
“very confident”. 



EVALUATION
Only 43% of respondents from the Information Technology (IT) sector stated that they have been negatively impacted by COVID-19. This
may be due to the demand for increased online services and communication platforms which has led to greater opportunities for this
industry. Evidence of this lies in responses to other questions within the survey.

86% of respondents from the Information Technology (IT) sector stated that they will manage customers differently post COVID-19. The
common changes include remote delivery of services; the impact on data security with the use of special VPN connections and data
accessibility.  Whilst most working in this industry suggested that they would change their approach to customer service, there is a sense of
optimism and a perspective that these changes are positive. Some benefits identified include
                                                                                                                                                                                      and cost savings for businesses. Whilst there was
acknowledgement of changes to the way that customers are serviced, there was no mention of changes to the service or products
themselves, with responses stating that they would be operating with the                                                                     mindset.

Based on the responses received, the IT industry is focusing its efforts on how their services are conducted and how customer interactions
are managed. The service quality has been the focal point to date, but there may be a requirement in the near future to reevaluate the quality
of the products too, as customer needs change. Gathering clear customer requirements and observing consumer behaviours will essentially
inform the future direction of the IT industry.

"REDUCED PRESSURE ON THE IT SERVICE INDUSTRY TO KEEP PERSONS AT ONSITE CLENT PLACES"

"SAME PRODUCT, DIFFERENT PITCH"



LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

25% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were "very
confident” that their business will
grow in the next 2 years. 



EVALUATION
Only 25% of respondents from the Learning and Development (L&D) reported negative effects as COVID-19 has been a catalyst for learning
innovation, with the majority of training providers turning to virtual and online delivery. For example, CI Projects have adapted all their in-
person training programmes to be delivered virtually.  In contrast, the People Professional Survey 2020 found that while learning was a key
priority for 42% of business stakeholders before the COVID-19 outbreak, it is no longer receiving immediate attention with only 24% now
reporting L&D as a top three priority. With budgetary constraints and a focus on health and safety, businesses mustn’t lose
sight of people development.

Many Learning and Development departments are using the furlough scheme as an opportunity to develop their workforce through
online training; it is expected that the way in which they interact with their customers will have changed. With more and more organisations
moving to permanent or long term remote working, including Twitter, Google, Facebook and Uber; the  shape of Learning and Development
functions, how they operate and how they interact with customers will need to evolve in order to remain a valuable resource to businesses.
Andy Lancaster, head of L&D content at the CIPD, believes that the pandemic has 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            .  A survey of
210 of People Management readers also revealed that COVID-19 has raised the importance of content curation, a vital service provided by
this industry.  Another trend identified in this survey is the rising interest in  softer skills.  Classroom-based learning has long been a
stumbling block in successful delivery of L&D. The pandemic has provided a catalyst for positive change in this industry.

“FORCED MANY ORGANISATIONS THAT DIDN’T HAVE AN ADEQUATE DIGITAL LEARNING INFRASTRUCTURE OR DELIVERY PLAN TO INVEST IN ONE”



LOGISTICS



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 0%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with 50% citing
“very confident”. 



EVALUATION
100% of respondents from the Logistics sector answered ‘yes’ to the question of negative impact despite the sector’s response to increased
demand to continue deliveries throughout the pandemic. The immediate need to improve quality of service with faster and more reliable
deliveries has likely come at a cost.

All respondents from the Logistics sector stated that they will not manage customers differently post the pandemic.  Whilst logistics is more
transactional in nature, meeting the needs of the customer should still be a top priority as it is the loyalty of customers and the rate at which
customers reuse services that determines a company's chance of sustainable recovery and survival.  Customer expectations are growing,
particularly with regards to timeliness and reliability of deliveries. Whilst the direct interactions between customers and suppliers may not
change significantly, operational process efficiency and the elimination of waste from processes needs to be a key area for focus in order to
survive. Companies who have remained resilient during these turbulent times have exhibited a high level of                        , an attribute that is
essential in today’s tough climate.

FLEXIBILITY



MARKETING,
ADVERTISING & PR



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

80% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

25%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” that their business will
grow in the next 2 years, with the
remainder citing "not confident".



EVALUATION
With all organisations actively seeking ways to help customers in this time of crisis, it’s no surprise that 80% of responses from the
Marketing, Advertising and PR sector indicate negative impact.  Priorities have changed; therefore marketing strategies need to reflect this.
For instance, the sports brand Nike responded by running a, “play inside, play for the world” campaign to promote their Nike Training Club app
and have waived fees for premium subscription. Many other companies have followed a similar trend, from Rosetta Stone who have offered
free language classes for kids during the pandemic in a bid to promote their product to Lego who have been offering inspiring resources on
playing well at home. However with businesses under increasing financial pressure and the changing landscape, there are concerns that
marketing budgets will be slashed.

100% of respondents from the Marketing sector will manage their customers differently post COVID-19.   Responses show a considerable
decline in advertising and marketing expenditure and concerns over further budget cuts with a greater expectation to deliver. Changing
consumer behaviour has also affected the way we must market products and services.  For instance, advertising via external facilities such as
cinemas has been put on hold and                                          has been prioritised, with social media sites and search engines such as Facebook and
Google benefiting from this shift in investment.  The Marketing industry will need to demonstrate flexibility and responsiveness in order to
remain resilient. The application of lean principles will support an operating model that delivers more value with fewer resources.

DIGITAL MARKETING



PROPERTY &
CONSTRUCTION



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

0%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years. All respondents
cited “not confident”. 



EVALUATION
The use of buildings has radically changed during the pandemic, particularly during lockdown with most offices and public venues shutdown.
100% of respondents from the Property and Construction sectors report a negative impact on their business due to reduced levels of
activity and a decline in project work which is a key income generating source. The reduced consumer spend across the globe is impacting
both client organisations and property companies. Construction activity significantly reduced at the start of the lockdown with all or most
projects being halted, Despite many projects now being able to continue, the Office of National Statistics reported that as of May 2020, the
construction industry remained 38.8% below the February 2020 level..

All respondents from the Property and Construction sectors stated that they will manage their customers differently.  The need to be                          
                                                                                                                                                was expressed along with a focus on building occupier welfare. As a
response to lower occupancy levels in building infrastructure, a joint approach with customers is necessary to effectively transition to a
revised maintenance regime and delivery model. The challenge for this sector will be taking their clients and occupants on this
transformational journey and aligning expectations. With organisations facing uncertainty and vulnerability to change, dialogues with
clients need to be open and honest. Traditionally, these industries have operated under a ‘service provider’ and ‘client’ relationship which has
been somewhat transactional and commercially driven, often resulting in confused and damaged partnerships.  A true partnership that is
based on collaboration, support and mutual benefit is a necessary part of sustainable recovery for both the Property and Construction
industry and their clients.

"FAR MORE RESPONSIVE TO CHANGING REACTIVE NEEDS AND COMPLIANCE"



HR & RECRUITMENT



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” that their business will
grow in the next 2 years. 



EVALUATION
Whilst there are government initiatives in place, such as the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, the recruitment industry has shown the
steepest decline since the last global economic crash. The UK has seen a record number of job losses which has put a strain on this sector.
Whilst there are many more jobless individuals on the market, there is little activity underway as many companies have either frozen or
significantly reduced their recruitment campaigns. HR professionals have been inundated with unprecedented people management issues
such as managing furlough arrangements, the shielding of staff, and introducing new policies to support working from home.

100% of respondents from the Recruitment and HR sectors will manage their customers differently post COVID-19 with few details given
about the changes.                                            with existing and prospective employees has been a key priority for this sector and will continue to be
so in the months ahead. Interviews are being conducted via video conferencing instead of conventional face-to-face methods, new starters
being onboarded remotely with all their IT equipment being dispatched to their homes, and a heightened focus on mental health, wellbeing
and keeping connected, particularly for individuals who may be prone to isolation at home. There have been significant policy changes across
most businesses during this pandemic, such as working from home, health and safety and data security policies.  With rising unemployment
rates and limited job opportunities, there is a “burning platform” which needs to be managed sensitively and swiftly. Employee experience
and engagement is more important than ever before. There is a proven link between employee experience and business growth, therefore
businesses need to invest in people development, maintaining or building the right business culture amongst a remote workforce, and
keeping their employees motivated and engaged.

STAYING CONNECTED



RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their
organisation has been
negatively impacted by the
Coronovirus.

100% N/A

No conclusive answers were
received regarding this sector
therefore we are unable to
provide further analysis on this
point.

100%

Of respondents were “fairly
confident” that their organisation
will grow in the next 2 years. 



EVALUATION
This is a sector that is heavily                                                                        to survive. With all investment being focused on developing a vaccine to
protect the world from the virus, other organisations may be left short.

All respondents from the Research and Development sectors stated that they are “fairly confident” that their organisations will grow within
the next 2 years, highlighting a high degree of uncertainty coupled with optimism.

Due to limited lack of conclusive responses received, we are we are unable to provide further analysis on this sector.

RELIANT ON FINANCIAL INVESTMENT



RETAIL



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their business
has been negatively impacted
by the Coronovirus.

100% 50%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

88%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with 38% citing
“very confident”. 



EVALUATION
The pandemic has accelerated change in shopping habits for the Retail sector as a whole, with an increase in online shopping and companies
such as Amazon debuting as the big winners. It has also exacerbated existing problems faced by the industry that were present long before
the virus struck. It is therefore no surprise that 100% of respondents from the sector admitted that they have been negatively impacted by
the pandemic.  Most, if not all, non-food related retailers are currently operating in negative cash flow. During the pandemic alone, we have
seen major retailers such as DW Sports, Bensons for Beds, Harveys Furniture, TM Lewin, Debenhams, Carphone Warehouse, Monsoon, Oasis
and Warehouse going into administration with a number of job losses and stores closed permanently.

Half of the respondents from the Retail sector said they will manage their customers differently post COVID-19; 13% of respondents will not
change their approach, and the remainder did not answer the question conclusively. Of those that responded ‘yes’, there was an
acknowledgement that their                                                                                     and that the move to online retailing is inevitable. Multiple responses also
expressed the importance of hygiene and the need to provide extra facilities free-of-charge such as hand sanitizers and masks. These extra
provisions come at a cost, and with lower footfall across many retailers, the future of this industry looks uncertain.  Retailers need to
streamline their businesses, cut-back their cost and gear their business model to something that’s more digital. There will also be great
emphasis on customer experience, be it in person or online. The market competition is fierce with the likes of Amazon offering same day
deliveries, simple order tracking and easy returns processes. For retailers to be in with a chance of recovery, they will need to provide first
class service, operate with efficient processes, minimise waste and overheads and continually monitor consumer behaviours to remain
relevant. Customer standards have drastically risen and as a result, they are less tolerant. One bad experience can turn potential customers
away therefore it is crucial that harmful errors are avoided. Eliminating errors through error proofing methods, known as Poke Yoke in Lean
terms, is a must.

Despite the damage brought by the pandemic, 88% of respondents from the Retail sector were either "very confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow within the next 2 years, with 38% citing “very confident”. With many of them exploring online platforms for sales,
there is some optimism but there is also acknowledgement of the competitive and fast-changing environment amongst the responses to
other questions in this survey.

BUSINESS MODEL NEEDS TRANSFORMATION



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT



RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Reported that their
organisation has been
negatively impacted by the
Coronovirus.

50% 100%

Reported that they are going to
manage customers differently in
the post-COVID-19 era.

100%

Of respondents were either "very
confident” or “fairly confident”
that their business will grow in
the next 2 years, with 50% citing
“very confident”. 



EVALUATION
This already stretched sector has been impacted with restrictions to service provision due to social distancing, reduced provision of services
and significant reductions in income.

100% of respondents from the Social Development sector will manage their customers differently post COVID-19 while balancing this 
 against the safety of their staff. Where the services are relationship-based, provision has been undermined due to a reduction in direct
contact.  In children and families’ services there is a major concern on how to safeguard families if they can’t meet with social workers.  The
closure of schools present an increased risk of abuse, neglect and domestic violence.  The response of the sector like many others has been
to move many meetings, functions and services online but the speed and effectiveness of implementation has been largely dependent on
local authorities’ investment in technology as well as the confidence of practitioners.  In cases where disabilities are involved, these have also
presented barriers to the effectiveness of the online service. Research by the Institute of Fundraising found that charities are facing a
£12.4bn shortfall in income for the year due to the negative impact of coronavirus.  This is due to                        
(from donations) and trading income (from events/shops) which has been affected by the lockdown.  This reduced income could lead to
closures or reduced levels of service provision. 

There is an increase in demand for social care and services; access to housing, food, safety and essential services for the vulnerable must not
be compromised.  The priorities for supporting the social sector include PPE provision, access to COVID testing; equipment for home
working; support and guidance around essential and non-essential work; continued support for vulnerable groups and greater recognition for
the efforts of social workers. In May,  the government pledged £750 million to ensure voluntary community and social enterprises (VCSE) can
continue their vital work supporting the country during the coronavirus outbreak, including £200 million for the Coronavirus Community
Support Fund, along with an additional £150 million from dormant bank and building society accounts. To sustain recovery, the government
needs to regularly review its support for VSCEs.

REDUCTIONS IN VOLUNTARY INCOME



PREPARING FOR
A POST COVID-19
WORLD
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ACCELERATED
DIGITISATION

22% of respondents claimed that they
would be prioritising digital solutions
in the post-COVID-19 era. The graph
on the left break-downs the
responses by industry, illustrating that
this is a significant area of focus for
several sectors.

Some respondents suggested that they
will be adopting a                                            ,
as transitioning to a fully virtual delivery
is implausible. Companies will be
investing a significant amount of money
in upgrading their IT infrastructure. This
inference correlates with the responses
received from the IT industry, with
many seeing this pandemic as an
opportunity.

HYBRID MODEL



THE DIGITAL AGENDA FOR RECOVERY

INCREASED
AUTOMATION
TO INCREASE
EFFICIENCY &

MINIMISE COST

INNOVATION
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS
ABOUT MORE THAN TECHNOLOGY.
IT'S ABOUT PEOPLE, PROCESSES,
COMPETENCIES, DATA STRATEGY
AND CULTURE.

FOR SUPORT WITH A HOLISTIC DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY, CONTACT US:  

WWW.CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK       |        INFO@CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK
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CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
FOCUS

13% of respondents stated that they
will be focusing most on customer
experience. Words used to describe
specific targets include                         ,
                              and                      . 

2% of respondents stated that they will
be looking at ways to make their
services more flexible post COVID-19 in
a bid to retain customers. This will be
crucial, as customers now demand
more flexible returns policies, bookings
processes and services. Flexibility is
one of the seven Laws of Lean, stating
that the speed of any process is linked
to the process’                                                     .
All businesses should be looking to
redesign their processes to incorporate
a high degree of flexibility whilst
maintaining consistency and accuracy
using lean principles and methods.

"SATISFACTION"
"RETENTION"

"WELFARE" FLEXIBILITY AND ELASTICITY

02
5% of respondents specified that they will
be seeking to improve                                  
post COVID-19, with some indicating that
they will be looking at ways to reinstate
face-to-face interactions.

COMMUNICATION



3 KEY STEPS TO CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT:
1]   ASKING THE CUSTOMER WHAT THEY 
THINK & FEEL
2]   GENUINELY LISTENING, HEARING &
UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER
3]   ACTUALLY DOING SOMETHING ABOUT IT!

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR 'VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER' PROGRAMME:  

WWW.CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK       |        INFO@CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK
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EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
& REIMAGINATION

11% stated that they would be focused
on                                    , including social
distancing, increased cleaning
frequencies, better risk management
and the implementation of better
precautionary measures to withstand
future crises. This focus is two-fold: to
build consumer confidence and ensure
employee safety. 

5% of respondents stated that they will
be prioritising                    . The majority of
respondents came from the Business
Consulting and Management sectors, with
some also from the IT industry. 

03

SAFETY MEASURES

TRAINING

Only 4% of respondents mentioned that
they would be prioritising their employees
post COVID-19. Staff wellbeing, safety
and satisfaction featured amongst the
responses. Another aspect present within
the responses was staff                                in
a bid to operate more efficiently and
cost effectively. A prime example is the
recent move from Tesco who have asked
their retail staff to take on cleaning duties
at smaller stores including cleaning
shelves, floors and toilets. This is a trend
we anticipate to grow into 2021. 

MULTI-SKILLING

04 1% of respondents mentioned that they
will focus on                                                               .
Companies are already managing remote
working arrangements well, with many
making it a permanent operating model.

"WORKING FROM HOME ASPECTS"



IS YOUR TARGET
OPERATING MODEL
OPTIMUM, STILL FIT-FOR-
PURPOSE AND FUTURE-
PROOFED?

FOR SUPPORT WITH TARGET OPERATING MODEL ANALYSIS AND MODELLING, CONTACT US:  
WWW.CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK       |        INFO@CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK
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COST OPTIMISATION
5% of respondents explicitly mentioned
cost savings in their responses, although it
is inferred to in other words throughout the
survey responses. Driving cost savings
whilst maintaining and improving service
levels is an inevitable requirement across
every industry in the months and years
ahead. There is also specific reference to                            
                       . Without direct cash, many
businesses will struggle to survive.

3% of respondents explicitly mentioned                        
                          or                                 in their
responses. We anticipate this being a key
priority for most businesses in the months
and years to come.

03

CASH FLOW

Only 2% of respondents mentioned 
                                             and                              ,
indicating that the majority of
organisations are inward-focused at
present, looking at ways to recover and
improve what they already have.
Interestingly, all respondents in this
category come from the Education
sector; a sector that we know has been
badly impacted by COVID-19 and has had
no option but to innovate during these
unprecedented times.

"EFFICIENCY" "PRODUCTIVITY"

"NEW OPPORTUNITIES" "INNOVATION"

04
The state of the economy and the
tightening of budgets is haunting every
industry, with many taking their eye off
one of the most important factors -     
                . If quality is not priority,
organisations will lose customers.
QUALITY



THE APPLICATION OF LEAN
PRINCIPLES TO DRIVE EFFICIENCY,
IMPROVED PROFITABILITY &
MAINTAIN OPTIMAL QUALITY IS A
KEY ENABLER TO MAXIMISING
ECONOMIC RECOVERY.

FIND OUR MORE ABOUR WHAT WE DO & OUR TRAINING PROGRAMMES:  
WWW.CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK       |        INFO@CIPROJECTSLTD.CO.UK



SUSTAINABILITY 79% of participants stated that they are planning
for improvements in their sustainability approach.  
1% declared that plans were “already in place”.
2% responded “not yet” while 13% responded
“no”.  The remainder did not answer the
question.  Of those that responded “yes”,
12% mentioned digitalisation as their solution to
sustainability. Many also mentioned the positive
impacts that have fallen out of remote working,
with reduced travel saving on                                          .
Those in the manufacturing industries are looking
into ways to introduce environmentally-friendly
packaging and conduct manufacturing in a less
environmentally-harmful way.            . 

CARBON EMMISSIONS
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OTHER AREAS
OF FOCUS...

Only 3% of respondents claimed that
they would be prioritising    
in the post-COVID-19 era. With
tightened purses, many organisations
have had to slash their marketing
budgets which will have a knock-on
effect on growth opportunities. 
Whilst the percentage of
organisations focusing on marketing
is low, 8% of respondents stated they
will be prioritising              and business
development.

8% of respondents have stated that they
will be prioritising                     post COVID-
19. These responses are not all in relation
to education, as respondent  come from a
variety of different sectors.

MARKETING

SALES

TEACHING



03

04

OTHER AREAS
OF FOCUS...

2% of respondents stated that they will be
focused on                            post COVID-19. 05

MANUFACTURING

RECRUITMENT

2% of respondents stated that they will be
focusing on building resilience and strength
in their                            ,                                    and
                          . With the impact of weak
supply chains felt by many industries
during COVID-19 who have struggled to
secure basic essentials such as PPE, it
is no surprise that some organisations will
need to evaluate and strengthen
their supply chain pools and relationships in
order to assure business
continuity measures.

SUPPLY CHAIN
DISTRIBUTION

1% of respondents stated that they will be
focused on building capacity and strength
within their                         . The coronavirus
has revitalised the concept of community
in society in recent months. This is a
positive trend that we hope will continue
and be endorsed widely by organisations
across the country. Corporate Social
Responsible was increasingly growing in
popularity prior to the pandemic but has
taken a back-seat during the pandemic.

COMMUNITY

See graph on page 64 for full list
of prioritiy areas...



PERMANENT CHANGES
COVID-19 has forced us into adoption of
new ways of working. Respondents were
asked which of these changes might they
adopt more permanently and were given 5
pre-set categories to choose from, with an
“other” option which enabled them to
provide other examples. They were able to
select more than one category as part of
their response. The graph (left) illustrates
the mode of responses by category. The
categories in orange with one response
were added by the individuals themselves
within the “other” category. The most
popular categories selected were
                                                              and
                                      and respondents
represented all sectors. These have been
dominant themes throughout the survey.

OPTIMISED USE OF TECHNOLOGY

FLEXIBLE WORKING



The findings of this survey emphasise the need for immediate efforts to be

focused on people and operations. There is confidence amongst business

stakeholders that they will grow within the next 2 years.  However in order to

achieve this, transformational changes will be required to to operations, delivery

of services and products, and technological infrastructure in order to manage and

optimise their workforce to generate greater value.

CONCLUSION
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